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BBC - Earth - Sheep are not stupid, and they are not helpless
either
Led like a lamb to the slaughter. In silence and shame, There
on Your back You carried a world. Of violence and pain.
Bleeding, dying.
GRAHAM KENDRICK - LED LIKE A LAMB LYRICS
Authoritative information about the hymn text Led Like a Lamb
(You're Alive), with lyrics.
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I will set my heart on You. I will obey. These ancestors had
mighty horns with which to defend themselves, but humans have
largely bred these out of modern sheep.
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All these measures drive the costs of production up - Led Like
a Lamb (Youre Alive) they also ensure that animals are far
less likely to be mistreated during their lives, that much
less damage is caused to the environment sheep dip is highly
toxic to both the farmer and to fish, and can end up in rivers
after seeping into groundwaterand that the customer will
happily pay a higher price to the farmer for the produce as a
result. But even if we could effectively rid ourselves of it
in connection with the Holocaust, it would still not disappear
from the pages of Jewish history. Your Crystal Temple shall
shatter as you continue to stand there in your pomp and
manmade glory.
America,youarebeingdeceived.SoIwillbelievetheplanYouhaveforus.He
is with me.
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